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Who are we?



Who are we?
2011-2018:
these were hit                    
TV shows

Stand up if you began 
leading when…

these were hit songs

These were our teaching tools








Who are we?
2000-2010:
these were hit                    
TV shows

Stand up if you began 
leading when…

these were hit songs

These were our teaching tools








Who are we?
1990-1999:

Stand up if you began 
leading when…

these were hit songsthese were hit                    
TV shows

These were our teaching tools





Who are we?
1980-1989:

Stand up if you began 
leading when…
these were hit songsthese were hit                    

TV shows

These were our teaching tools





Who are we?
1970-1979:

Stand up if you began 
leading when…

these were hit songs

These were our teaching tools

these were hit                    
TV shows

















































My learning in leading 
school and district 
transformation…



Leadership is not a 
position or title.

It’s action and example.

We must be intentional.



We lead by example.













Culturally Proficient 
Organizations

… can be sure that their communities 
perceive them as a positive, 

contributing force that substantively 
enhances the community and the 

organization’s position in it.

Robins, Lindsey, Lindsey, and Terrell 



Research by 
Jim Kouzes and 
Barry Posner

The Leadership 
Challenge 



The leaders 
who have the 
most influence 
on us are 
those who are 
closest to us.



Q. From which one of these eight types of 
people would you choose as your most 
important role model for leadership?

1. Business Leader

2. Community Leader

3. Entertainer

4. Family Member

5.  Political Leader

6.  Professional Athlete

7.  Teacher or Coach

8.  Not Sure/None



Age 18-30 Over 30

Family Members 40% 46%
Teacher or Coach 26% 14%
Community Leader 11% 8%
Business Leader 7% 23%
Political Leader 4% 4%
Professional Athlete 3% 0%
Entertainer 2% 0%
None/Other/Not Sure 7% 4%

Leader Role Models



The grade levels/departments you are a part of.

The teams you are on.

The schools you lead.

The departments you lead.

The districts/organizations you lead.

You have significant influence
over…



You are a role model for leadership.

You can influence someone else’s 
performance.

You can affect what others think, say, 
and do.

You make a difference in other people’s 
lives.



Leadership is not about 
personality. 

It’s about behavior.



Practices of 
Culturally 
Proficient 
Leaders

• Model the Way



Two Essentials:

Clarify Your Values

 Set the Example 



Clarifying Your Values

 Your values are your guide.

 They give you the compass to 
navigate the course of your daily 
leadership life.



The first step on the 
path to becoming a 

great leader is inward.



Before you can be an effective 
leader for others to create 

equitable outcomes for students, 

you need to know clearly 
who you are and 

what your core values are.



People expect leaders to speak 
out on matters of 

values and conscience. 

But to speak out, you have to 
know what to speak about. 



Value Cards
• Leaders are expected to speak out on 

matters of values.

• Values can focus the conversation.



Sort your cards into 3 stacks

• Most Important to You

• Somewhat Important to You

• Not that Important to You 



Are you daily actions 
aligned to your beliefs?



When your daily actions 
are closely aligned to your values 

you lead and live more authentically…

Bringing deeper fulfillment and 
effectiveness to your leadership life.



Leaders take every opportunity to 
show others by their own example 

that they're deeply committed to the 
values and aspirations they 

communicate.



The power of your personal 
example cannot be overstated.
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